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Can you have a Trie in JavaScript? I tried to create a Trie
data structure for my test project and I can't get it to work.
My plan is to use an Array as the 'bucket' of the Trie.
However, the way I structured my test code it does not seem
to be correct. I get different results everytime I compile it, so
I don't even know what I did wrong. I would be very glad if
someone could help me, please. var node = new Array();
node[''] = new Array(); node['a'] = new Array(); node['b'] =
new Array(); node['c'] = new Array(); node['a'][0] = 'b';
node['a'][1] = 'd'; node['a'][2] = 'e'; A: Your problem is in
JavaScript. You can't index an array with. If you want to have
the index in the key value pair, use an object: var node = {};
node['a'] = new Array(); node['a'][0] = 'b'; node['a'][1] = 'd';
node['a'][2] = 'e'; node['b'] = new Array(); node['b'][0] = 'c';
node['b'][1] = 'f'; A: You should read about the Map object.
You can also look at the documentation to see that it is
indeed a dictionary. For example: var n = new Map();
n.set("one", new Array()); n.set("two", new Array());
n.set("three", new Array()); console.log(n.get("one"));
console.log(n.get("two")); console.log(n.get("three")); //
Outputs [["one", []]] [["two", []]] ["three", []] Judge and jury:
media legitimacy, health communication, and science
literacy. The health information needs of the public have
been prioritized
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